Speech Title: Corning® Gorilla® Glass

Abstract:

One of the most significant trends in today’s technology marketplace is the increasing thinness of smartphones, tablets, notebooks and large-scale touch devices. Updated, thinner models are regularly being presented as the sleeker, more refined versions of their former selves. As this trend continues to evolve, it has become crucial for companies to use components in manufacturing that will enhance the durability of their slimmer products. This is exactly what Corning has done with its Corning® Gorilla® Glass.

Gorilla Glass, Director of Product Engineering, Shindo Katsuhiko, will discuss trends that continue to drive the growth opportunity for strengthened cover glass, examine consumer demand and glass performance, and present Corning’s advanced glass solution. As a global leader and key partner in the communications industry, Corning has consistently delivered products that have helped push this industry to new heights. As a leader in glass innovation, Corning vows to continue to revolutionize glass capabilities in order to provide the best options for modern developments.